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About This Game
You're pitted against Dr. Pyrus Goldfire. He's found a way to replicate pure gold, which he's using to fund his maniacal plan.
Goldfire has built six highly-secure, futuristic locations where his creations are being hatched. It's up to you to penetrate his
security and stop him at all costs.
"Blake Stone...isn't simply Son of Wolfenstein...it's a wish list fulfilled, enhancing the Wolfenstein canon with many sensible
tweaks and some new tricks that'll make your jaw drop." - Electronic Entertainment

Features
Break and Take: Crates can be blown apart to reveal weapons and other goodies, such as gold, money, food and ammo.
Break a leg. Theirs.: Over 20 unique and adaptive actors, including guards, aliens, mutants and pods.
Inside Intel: Interactive informants give you clues and hints.
Future Soldier: Five futuristic weapons - from a silent shotgun to an explosive grenade launcher.
See Earth: A stagerring 66 levels, including two secret levels per episode.
Controller Support: Partial Xbox 360 Controller support.
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This is clearly just a card farming game, but I got it for like 15 cents as part of a bundle and I can legitimately say I'm not
disappointed with it.
6/10, 0/10 if you for some reason think you should buy it at full price though. Time Crisis meets Super Hot. Rail mode is the
only way to play; touch pad locomotion makes it too easy imo. Great sound track that really hypes up the gameplay (I normally
turn music off in games but this one the music adds so much (with the visuals going to the metre of the music, feels like being at
a concert with the visuals). So far this is my favourite single player shooter experience and puts Arizona Sunshine to shame.
+100 points to the Devs for actively updating the game!. Issa good skin. If you wanna spend money and play Kragg, here ya go..
How this game was presented was simply amazing. It really was made with the upmost care and respect to those with ASD. Of
course I had to play it being on the spectrum and I was disappointed. It really could be a good tool to those who might not
understand Autism or who wish to understand the disorder better.. Splice is a puzzle game where you need to rearrange cells into
a certain tree structure. The game doesn't explain how it works. But it tries to introduce new mechanics slowly. This would be
fine if the mechanics would be something you would have seen before. Like in Megaman where your dude shoots something on
the title screen. Or when you want to evade an enemy that you can jump over it as humanoid. In Splice these mechanics aren't
things you have seen before. So every time it introduces an mechanic you are stuck figuring out the mechanic. Figuring out how
the game works is more of a challenge than the puzzles themselves. That made the game more frustrating than fun.. Very
interesting and challenging puzzle game. I like the fact that there were no instructions and it really required you to figure out
everything yourself. The game does provide some hints though.. Fun little story about a stickman trying to save his friend.
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This is a good find. The art is amazing, the gameplay mechanics are very cool and the puzzles are a good challenge, but nothing
that will get you stuck.
The main flaws are two:

1. The controls are not as responsive as I would like, specially when jumping. The game do not require pixel-perfect
jumps, so it's not a big issue.
2. The level design is not bad, but could use some improvements. On later levels, you don't know what each lever\/pressure
plate activates, so you have learn via trial and error. The boss stages are not really "boss fights", but rather "boss
escapes". I know it's hard to design boss fights for a puzzle plataformer, but even so I think they should have more
action.
Each level is very short, which can be annoying at first but later becomes a blessing. The last stages can be very
unforgiving so it's not a big deal when you have to to restart from scratch.
Even with those issues, overall it was a great experience, it's very fun to sync all your copies to beat a stage. If you like
puzzle plataformers, grab this game whenever you see it on sale.. It's a good game and good to train up your brain .. It
could be a lot better if the graphic is better.. Overall the game feels very unpolished, with event notifications scattered all
over the world map, messes of text piling up in one spot, and a lack of any sort of in game tutorial or instructions.
While I found the idea interesting, the game was frusturating to follow, and also nearly pre-emptively decided who
would win any age (the seven rounds the game is divided into) after the first, as it would play through what looked like
thirty turns with no input or control on behalf of the player. Often another cult would end up with enormous amounts of
faith (one of the two types of tech points) , and on on occassion my cult seemed to be wiped out during those turns. One
session of the autoplay ended with several notices that I could not recruit more disciples, indicating that the AI in control
of the player's side was simply spamming the recruit action for no good reason. The flipside is that the game might wind
up crippling all the other cults and leave yours dominant at the beginning of the age.
My main complaint is that this is a strategy game in which a significant portion of the strategy is conducted by a
remarkably clumsy AI, rather than the player.. Nicely made. Leaves with entertainment for few hours (or more if you
are blind like me). Especially good if you are collecting perfect games - and cards are worth 0.10+ so...
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